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"If you like Chris Smither blues and Leo Kotkke feel style,You will delight listening to Andy Kimbel"..

(PBS) ... "Andy has well-defined influences from Rev. Robert Wilkins, Bill Morrisey, Chris Smither and

directly from Robert Johnson and Lightning Hopkins. 12 MP3 Songs BLUES: Acoustic Blues, FOLK: Folk

Blues Blues  Early Moods Songs Details: "Blues  Early Moods is passionate, energetic and emotionally

charged. Often, Andy will dazzle his audience with bluesy improvisations making it almost impossible to

hear the same song performed twice the same way." Andy Kimbel is a very talented folk and

country-blues performer whose star is rising quickly on the national blues and folk scene. Listen to him

play and you will hear the influences of traditional blues, folk, R&B and a touch of New Orleans style roots

music. On Blues  Early Moods, Andy performs a unique selection of material that ranges from gentle

ballads and pointed originals, to hard driving country blues and slide guitar using various tunings and

harmonics. His own distinct interpretations set him apart and give even old traditional blues a new face.

Andy is a great improviser, often re-inventing words and music using the themes of traditional blues and

rock  Roll stemming from the early 20's to the mid 30's. "His always expressive guitar playing that ranges

from frolicking and exuberant to driving and soulful. Whether picking, plucking, or using a skillful slide,

Kimbel brings to the stage vision of the roots of American Music that conjures up everything from

rambling railroad trains to dark and lonely nights of solitary traveling"...Big Shout Magazine Kimbel's tour

will continue through the winter of 2003 when he is expected to return to the studio to complete two new

albums. One will feature his band, "The Andy Kimbel Express" along with special guests, and the other a

solo project with various guest artists. Sage International Records,Inc. Artist: Andy Kimbel CD: Blues 

Early Moods Booking: 1-215- 465 6565/Booking@andykimbel.com
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